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Automotive Defense Specialists, a Top Law Firm Fighting Bureau of
Automotive Repair Citations & Accusations, Issues Updated Blog Post

Automotive Defense Specialists represents defendants against Bureau of Automotive Repair
actions in California. The law firm has updated an important blog post on Interim Suspension
Orders or ISOs.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) February 28, 2016 -- Automotive Defense Specialists, a California law firm of
attorneys active against Bureau of Automotive Repair Citations and Accusations, is proud to announce an
important update to a blog post on Interim Suspension Order Hearings, often called 'ISOs' in the industry. The
law firm represents clients who are facing administrative or criminal actions by the California Bureau of
Automotive Repair or BAR.

“Our lively blog helps California SMOG check stations and participants in the STAR program to keep up-to-
date with regulatory trends, including disciplinary actions of both an administrative and/or criminal nature by
the Bureau of Automotive Repair," explained William Ferreira of the Specialized Law Firm of Automotive
Defense Specialists. “As we are hearing reports of ISOs being issued for the new DAD / OIS systems
(machines used in SMOG checks), we thought it timely to update our blog post on the topic.”

To read the updated blog post, please visit http://automotivedefense.com/?p=947. The updated post overviews
issues with respect to how to defeat a petition by the Bureau of Automotive Repair for an Interim Suspension
Order. What this means for hard-working California businesses in the automotive repair and/or SMOG check
industry is that such an action can result in an immediate loss of their license, pending formal review. This can
have a devastating impact on revenue, for a small business, and even should the business prevail against the
Bureau it may be too late in a business sense.

Blog Posts to Help Busy California SMOG Check Station Owners and Participants in the STAR Program

The reality is that government employees and government agencies are charted to spend 100% of their time on
regulatory investigations and enforcement matters, while small business owners must wear many hats on a day
to day basis. It is difficult, therefore, for the small business owner to keep up with regulatory trends,
enforcement actions, and even news events or industry speculation about current actions by the state agency
charged with regulating California's automotive repair industry. The blog published by Automotive Defense
Specialists aims to address this information imbalance. This latest, important update on DAD / OIS systems and
possible ISOs is an important indication of this commitment.

About Automotive Repair Specialists

Automotive Repair Specialists is a top law firm representing auto repair facilities, SMOG check stations, and
technicians in every facet of their legal needs including accusations from the Bureau of Auto Repair. The
company offers free phone consultations to auto shops, mechanics, technicians and others who are facing
disciplinary actions from the California Bureau of Automotive Repair.

Web. http://automotivedefense.com/
Tel. (415) 392-2886
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Contact Information
Media Relations
JM Internet Group
http://www.jm-seo.org/
+1 5108946169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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